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Dislocation pinningÕdepinning transition: Fixed-point analysis
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We present a fixed-point analyis for the equations describing the motion of a dislocation in the presence of
thermally activated cross-slip pinning events. Previously, a stochastic, finite-difference model was proposed
@Chrzan and Daw, Phys. Rev. B55, 798 ~1997!# in relation to the yield strength anomaly observed inL12

intermetallic compounds.~In such materials, the strength increases with increasing temperature.! In addition to
numerical solutions, Chrzan and Daw also derived deterministic, mean-field equations to describe the dynam-
ics. In this paper, we use a fixed-point stability analysis to solve analytically those mean-field equations. We
compare the analytic solutions to the previously obtained numerical solutions. As with the~numerical! exact
solutions, the mean-field solutions exhibit a pinning/depinning transition. Mean-field critical exponents and
scaling relations are determined analytically.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, several models have been proposed1–6 to de-
scribe dislocation motion under applied stress in the prese
of cross-slip pinning. These models generally seek appl
tion to L12 intermetallic compounds, where the therma
activated cross-slip pinning results in increasing stren
with increasing temperature. The equations are stocha
equations, either discrete or continuum. Numerical soluti
have been obtained, which in all cases show the interes
characteristic of a pinning/depinning transition. At lo
stresses~or high temperatures! the dislocations become com
pletely pinned by numerous cross-slip events. At h
stresses~or low temperature!, the dislocations remain indefi
nitely mobile~for an infinite sample!. The transition between
the two occurs abruptly. Evidence for critical scaling, and
relationship of this scaling to creep behavior was also
plored.

The simple class of model proposed by Chrzan and D5

~referred to here as CD!, were discrete stochastic mode
with two governing parameters. In that work, the auth
demonstrated numerically the existence of a pinni
depinning transition as well as dynamical scaling behav
and they extracted the critical exponents of the transit
numerically.

CD also developed a mean-field treatment of their mod
which leads to a deterministic equation of motion. Th
solved these deterministic equations numerically and fo
the mean-field solutions also to exhibit a similar pinnin
depinning transition and scaling.

The scaling behavior of the models has important phys
consequences, as was pointed out especially by Chr
Mills, and Goods,4 who showed how the scaling behavi
was essential to understanding the various creep beha
observed in the material. For that reason, it is interesting
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study more the nature of the transition, and the form of
scaling relation.

The present paper will explore further the mean-fie
equation of motion proposed in CD. Simple approximatio
make the mean-field equations tractable. Using linear sta
ity analysis near the fixed point, we study the pinnin
depinning behavior analytically. Critical exponents and t
scaling relations are determined as well.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. T
next section reviews the class of models introduced by C
including the mean-field approximation. Section III prese
the analytic solutions to the mean-field equations and co
pares them to the numerical solutions of the exact equati
We end with a discussion.

II. THE CD MODEL OF DISLOCATION DYNAMICS
WITH CROSS-SLIP PINNING

The models proposed and studied by CD attempt to c
ture four fundamental aspects of dislocation dynamics in
presence of external stress and cross-slip pinning. The fir
the glide under external stress. The next is the cross-
event, which happens with a probabilityq (0,q,1). A
cross-slipped node is considered immobilized. The third
the athermal stress-driven mobilization of a cross-slipp
segment, which occurs when mobile segments of the di
cation advance beyond a locked segment and pull it loo
The fourth is the mobilization of a cross-slipped segment
a thermally activated process occurring with probability«. It
is expected generally that«!1. There are thus two govern
ing parameters which control the dynamics of the mod
p([12q) and«.

In the CD model, a dislocation is described by a discr
set of points which can move in the direction perpendicu
to the average line direction. The slopes between the li
839 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Critical exponents forB(3/2) andB(2): analytic mean-field results compared to exact nume
cal results.

«50 «.0 MF Exact
(T50) (T.0) analytic numerical

b51/2 b'1/3
Velocity v(p);(p2pc)

n v(p,«)5«b f @(p2pc)/«
g# g51/2 g'1/3

n(5b/g)51 n'1

Characteristic time t(p);up2pcu2f t(p,«)5«2zh@(p2pc)/«
g# z51/2 z'2/3

f(5z/g)51 f'2
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are also discrete. The number of allowed values for the sl
determines the degrees of freedom of the dislocation an
behavior under an applied stress. The models can be cl
fied according to the range of allowed slopes. The simp
model considered in the present work allows slopes
23/2, 21/2, 1/2, and 3/2 and is referred to asB(3/2). The
next model in the sequence,B(2), allows the slopes to be
22, 21, 0, 1, or 2. The allowed dislocations configuratio
are then described in complete analogy to a one-dimensi
chain of spins, though the dynamics of course are not an
gous.

The order parameter in these models is the avera
steady-state areal velocity of the dislocation. The extens
numerical simulations presented in CD show that theB mod-
els at zero temperature («→0) generally display a pinning
depinning transition as a function ofp. The model show two
states: a pinned and unpinned state~or an immobile and a
mobile state! separated by a critical valuepc . In the mobile
phase (p.pc), as p→pc , the average velocity approache
zero as

v~p!;~p2pc!
n ~1!

with n determined numerically to be close to 1. Both belo
and above the critical point, the decay of fluctuations is ch
acterized by a time scale which appears to diverge as

t~p!;~p2pc!
2f ~2!

with f being numerically close to 2.
The effect found by CD of introducing finite temperatu

is to remove the singular nature of the transition. Howeve
was found numerically that a vestige of the transition
mains in the form of scaling behavior. For finite«, the scal-
ing behavior takes the forms

v~p,«!5«b f @~p2pc!/«
g#, ~3!

t~p,«!5«2zh@~p2pc!/«
g# ~4!

The critical exponents must satisfyn5b/g and f5z/g.
The values of the exponents as determined from exten
numerical solutions of the exact stochastic equations of
tion are displayed in Table I.

A mean-field treatment was shown by CD to provide
good approximation to the exact numerical simulations
the stochastic equations. The deterministic mean-field eq
tions are based on pairs of slopes as the fundamental u
Consider a pair of neighboring slopes, with the left slo
having a valuel and the right sloper. The frequency of
e
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occurrence~i.e., population! of this pair of slopes is called
r lr . The equation of motion ofr lr is obtained by calculating
the average transition rate from a pair of type (l ,r ) to
( l 8,r 8). The mean-field approximation neglects correlatio
between neighboring slope pairs. The equation of mot
derived from this assumption is

r i 115G~r i ;p,«!. ~5!

The instantaneous dislocation velocity is a linear function
the population matrix~see CD!.

The mean-field equations were solved numerically in C
The mean-field solutions bear a good resemblance to
exact numerical results. In particular, the models disp
a pinning/depinning transition at a nonzero value ofpc .
Similar fidelity is obtained for the mean-field treatment
finite «.

As indicated in the introduction, an important questi
considered in CD and in related work is that of the scalin
In the next section, we obtain analytic solutions to the me
field fixed-point equations and the relaxation time. In p
ticular, we are able to analyze the scaling relations in de

III. ANALYTICAL MEAN-FIELD SOLUTION

The mean-field equation of motion@Eq. ~5!# is a set of
deterministic, nonlinear, coupled, iterative equations. The
der parameters are the elements of the population matrixr lr .
For B(M ), there are (2M11)2 elements in the population
matrix, but these elements are not independent. Three t
of sum rules apply. First, the populations must add to
Second, the steady-state solutions display left-right sym
try, so thatr lr 5r r̄ l̄ ~where l̄ 52 l , etc.!. Third, the topology
of the line requires( l(r lr 2r rl )50 for all r. For B(3/2) this
reduces to 7 the degrees of freedom, 12 forB(2).

To aid in obtaining the analytic solution, we examine t
numerical solutions to the mean-field equations near the t
sition. Not surprisingly, each element of the population m
trix r lr belongs to one of two classes: mobile or immob
configurations. The ‘‘inner configurations’’~that is, those el-
ements in the interior of the population matrix! are immobile
configurations~stationary for«→0). The ‘‘outer configura-
tions’’ ~that is, those with at least one slope of the pair ha
ing its maximum allowed value! are mobile~finite average
velocity!. This observation suggests an approximation wh
initially might seem severe, but which is born out by exam
nation of the numerical calculations of CD. We propose
reduce the degrees of freedom to 1, in order to obtai
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simple analytic~approximate! solution. From there, it will be
possible in concept to loosen this restriction to obtain a l
constrained solution.

The extreme approximation then is to take as the pop
tion matrix for B(3/2):

S y y y y

y x x y

y x x y

y y y y

D ~6!

which satisfies the sum rules ify5(124x)/12, or forB(2)

S y y y y y

y x x x y

y x x x y

y x x x y

y y y y y

D ~7!

with y5(129x)/16.
Using the above form for the population matrix at o

time step and inserting into the master equation@Eq. ~5!#
produces the population matrix at the next time step, wh
will differ slightly from the constrained form above. For th
reason, the constraint must be applied also after the itera
by averaging all elements which should be identical. Do
this produces the iterative form

xi 115g~xi ;p,«! ~8!

with g5N/D, and@for B(3/2)]:

N5~1092122p113p2!1~178821752p296«1156p2

1672p«!x1~1056022304p214208«2576p2

14992p«113824«2!x21~327682135168«145056p

21024p2230720p«1138240«2!x3

andD5768(118x)2. @A similar form holds forB(2).] The
fixed-point equationxi 115xi reduces to a simple cubic inx
whose coefficients are low-order polynomials inp and «,
admitting simple analytical solution.

In the following we present the solution forB(3/2); the
results forB(2) are parallel and yield identical exponen
For «50, the fixed-point equation has two solutions:

xpinned51/4,

xmobile5@2911140p213p223~11p!

3A1452122p113p2#/@32~16244p1p2!#,

~9!

both shown in Fig. 1. The former corresponds tov50 ~that
is, pinned!. The latter, when within a physically allowabl
range (0,x,1/4), corresponds to a mobile phase (0,v
,1).

The stability of the fixed points helps us to isolate t
proper behavior. Starting with a fixed-point solution~taking
«50 for simplicity! xFP5g(xFP ;p), expanding Eq.~8! in
small dx; this gives dxi 115G(p)dxi , where G(p)
s

a-

h

n,
g

.

[]g(x;p)/]xux5xFP
. Thus uG(p)u,1 is the condition for sta-

bility. In Fig. 2, G(p) is plotted for both fixed points. Fo
p,pc , the pinned phase is stable; solvingG(pc)51 for pc

gives pc5(77220A13)/950.543219. Abovepc the pinned
phase is unstable. Forp.pc the mobile phase is stable.

From the mobile solution forp̃[p2pc.0, we find eas-
ily that v( p̃); p̃, so thatn51. The relaxation time is ob-
tained fromt521/ln(G), andt; p̃21 near the transition, so

FIG. 1. Two solutions of the fixed-point equation forB(3/2)
with «50. The solid~horizontal! line is the pinned solution, and
the dashed line is the mobile solution. The two solutions cros
p5pc , which is indicated by the vertical line.

FIG. 2. Stability parameter for the two solutions~shown in Fig.
1! of the fixed-point equation forB(3/2) with «50. The solid line
is the pinned solution, and the dashed line is the mobile solut
The two solutions have a value ofG51 where they cross atp
5pc , which is indicated by the vertical line.
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that f51. These values are compared to the numerical
lutions of the exact equations in Table I.

For finite «, the fixed-point equation has only one phys
cal solution. The physical solution and a neighboring u
physical one are plotted in Fig. 3. Comparing to the solutio
for «50 ~Fig. 1! shows that finite« opens up a gap betwee
the two solutions; the gap vanishes as«→0. The corre-
sponding stability parametersG are plotted in Fig. 4. Com-
paring to Fig. 2, one sees that the gap between the two
lutions vanishes as«→0.

In Fig. 5 the solution is plotted for« varied over six
decades to show the rounding of the transition. Similarly,
velocity is plotted in Fig. 6.

The scaling behavior previously noted in the numeri
work CD is analytically accessible here. It is simple to an
lyze the fixed-point equation@Eq. ~8!# for small x̃5x

21/4, p̃, and «. From this, one finds thatv( p̃,«)
5A« f ( p̃/A«), thus b51/2 andg51/2. Similarly, t( p̃,«)
5«21/2h( p̃/A«), so thatz51/2. The scaling functions so
obtained are of the formf (j)53.4313.12j11.42j2 and
h(j)51/A0.6810.56j2. @The above results are forB(3/2),
though the results forB(2) differ in unimportant ways.# The
analytic mean-field critical exponents thus obtained are c
pared to the exact numerical results in Table I.

It is clear from this simple analytical model that the tra
sition occurs between two solutions~pinned and unpinned!
and that the scaling behavior is directly related to the in
action ~i.e., avoided crossing! of the two solutions.

IV. DISCUSSION

The simple deterministic, one-parameter analytical mo
derived here displays the pinning/depinning transition a
scaling behavior of the more complicated stochastic mod

FIG. 3. Two solutions of the fixed-point equation forB(3/2)
with «.0. The solid~horizontal! line is the physical solution, and
the dashed line is unphysical. The two solutions approach in
neighborhood ofp5pc , which is indicated by the vertical line
~compare to Fig. 1 for«50).
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proposed in earlier work. The changes in the values of
critical exponents, presented in Table I, is likely due to t
mean-field approximation. While we have restricted the
lution presented in the previous section to a single degre
freedom, the argument can be made that this restriction is
severe. Also the means for relaxing this restriction are ea
conceived.

The above solution hinges on the stability of the pinn
phase; let us consider this stability and how the various

e

FIG. 4. Stability parameter for the two solutions~shown in Fig.
3! of the fixed-point equation forB(3/2) with «.0. The solid line
is the physical solution, and the dashed line is the unphysical s
tion. The two solutions have a value of approach atp5pc , which is
indicated by the vertical line~compare to Fig. 2 for«50).

FIG. 5. Physical solution to the fixed-point equation forB(3/2)
over six decades of«, illustrating the rounding of the transition a
finite temperature.
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proximations we have made may alter this stability. We w
examine the case where thermal depinning vanishes and
transition is abrupt («50). In that case, there is a wel
defined pinned phase. In the full model describing a dislo
tion line as a series of segments, the pinned phase consis
all possible arrangements of immobile segments; for a line
length L, there are (2M21)L such dislocations. The phas
space of pinned states is contiguous and occupies a fra
@(2M21)/(2M11)#L of the total phase space. AsM in-
creases~as in the present study, fromM53/2 to M52), the
pinned phase occupies a larger fraction of the total ph
space, and this largely explains the increase inpc with M.
For p,pc , perturbations in the pinned phase are stable
the sense that a pinned state evolves through a sequen
mobile configurations to another pinned state. Thus the
jectory through the mobile space connects two points in
immobile space.

In the mean-field approximation, the system is describ
by a population matrix. The pinned phase is still highly d

FIG. 6. The dislocation velocity forB(3/2) over six decades o
«, illustrating the rounding of the transition at finite temperature
ll
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se
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generate: any population matrix with vanishing mobile pop
lation is a fixed point.

Constraining the mean-field solution to the sing
parameter form@Eq. ~6!# collapses the space of the pinne
phase to a single point~i.e., all pinned states are the same!.
By contrast, the mobile phase is contracted to a line exte
ing from the pinned phase.

Given these considerations, it is somewhat surprising
the transition and scaling behaviors survive. In future wo
we will study the relaxation of the constraint@Eq. ~6!# to
include more degrees of freedom~more dimensions for the
pinned phase space!. In this case,G becomes a matrix, and
we analyze the eigenvalues of this stability matrix. So
eigenvalues will correspond to perturbations from o
pinned state to another. Others will correspond to decay fr
a pinned state to a mobile one, and the transition occ
when one of these eigenvalues crosses 1. For these rea
we expect this analysis to lead to a simple, but more co
plete understanding of the pinning/depinning transition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have found simple solutions to an a
proximate mean-field equation for the models presented
CD. These models mimic superdislocation motion in theL12
compounds displaying the yield strength anomaly, includ
cross-slip pinning and thermal annihilation of the pinni
points.

It is verified that the models display a critical behavior.
particular, it is found that various quantities related to m
chanical properties should scale forp'pc .

It is also noted that for«Þ0, that the critical point atpc
is no longer present. However, remnants of the scaling
havior associated with that critical point that are present
small« allow one to develop a scaling analysis to determ
critical exponents associated with the«50 critical point.
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